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VertiFlex in Europe



Vision & Mission

We know our job and enjoy what we do.

We act fairly and deal personally – it‘s people who do business, not corporations.

Our goal is to establish Czechia as innovation leader in automated intralogistics. 

Different approach to intralogistics



Partnership with Swisslog

Established 2022

Already several open large projects

High value and level of professionalism

Welcome, Maria Stjärne!

Partnership with Swisslog



Swisslog in a Nutshell
Facts and figures

Swisslog presence
Production / Technology Hubs

Legend

Presence 
in more than 

25
countries

2,300+ 
Employees 
worldwide

2,000+
Implemented 
projects for leading companies

5 Technology Hubs 
with 3 Production sites 

..to 1 Billion €
by 2025

From 527 Million 
in 2020..10

Own products



ProMove
Pallet conveyor

Tornado
Miniload crane

Vectura
Pallet crane

CycloneCarrier
Light goods crane

PowerStore
Pallet shuttle

QuickMove
Light goods conveyor

Best-in-class
Technology
For every Industry





Shuttle AisleCarrier vehicle on each level



Tornado Cranes



Shuttle CycloneCarrier vehicle on each level



Case study

Czech client, goal to store 160 000 totes

Material with different speed levels

2-story warehouse with automated picking stations

Self-learning optimization of a blackbox scenario

AI fully automated warehouse



Case study

11x Swisslog Tornado

VertiFlex custom-built conveyor system, 
picking and inbound stations

Vertinode AI MFC and WMS

Synergies in the project



Material swarm and picking stations

Double-story conveyor loops on each floor
General workflow cicrulation noted in Yellow
The system makes use of conveyor loops with
intelligent routing
Shortest path is always preferred for a box if that is
available (shown in Blue) – making use of AI MFC 
engine
Transfers placed so that shortcuts can always be 
utilized for the whole box swarm
Each picking station is a buffer by itself but if that 
should become full, the box will simply circulate on 
the main loop

Case study



Defragmentation an AI optimization

Automatic warehouse divided to 4
performance zones
Materials scored automatically using

historic movements
Each zone keeps a buffer in order to

be able to fill it with materials from
according performance groups at
inbound
Night defragmentation

Case study




